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NIKSUN Announces NetDetectorLive – Real Time Content and Compliance
Monitoring Solution
RSA Conference, SAN JOSE, CA, USA, February 15, 2006 – NIKSUN, Inc., the leading
provider of real-time security surveillance, forensic analysis, compliance and performance
monitoring solutions, today announced NetDetectorLive, a content and compliance monitoring tool.
NetDetectorLive enables companies to monitor content flowing into and out of their corporate
networks to facilitate adherence to corporate, governance and regulatory policies.
NetDetectorLive builds upon the award winning foundation of NIKSUN’s patented real-time
analytics engine by providing fast and accurate monitoring of content. In addition to custom alert
and scanning capabilities, NetDetectorLive provides users with templates of regulatory and
corporate policy profiles making it immediately useful right out of the box.
“In this era of Government mandates to comply with laws and regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley,
HIPAA, and the EU Data Protection Directive, it is vital that corporations have solutions to enable
compliance”, said Charles Kolodgy, research director of Secure Content and Threat Management
Products at IDC. “NetDetectorLive is an enabler for compliance that works like a Tivo and
Google for the network, allowing users to not only rewind to and playback compliance violations
but also to search all data flowing on a network for forensic reconstruction of surreptitious activity.”
“Our existing customer base of large enterprises and government organizations have been asking us
for these capabilities for some time now”, said Dr. Parag Pruthi, Chairman and CEO of NIKSUN.
“Our team of Ph.D.’s and scientists have been researching this problem and developing prototypes
for over two years. We have finally been able to develop a revolutionary product to make the dayto-day job of dealing with compliance and regulatory matters a snap. I am certain that this product
will be a big hit in the market and bring real value to our clients.”
NetDetectorLive is available in many platforms and storage options for monitoring a variety of
LAN and WAN networks. NetDetectorLive seamlessly integrates with NIKSUN’s Enterprise
management suites and provides a complete enterprise wide solution.
NIKSUN NetDetectorLive is available from NIKSUN’s worldwide reseller and distribution
partners. For further information about NetDetectorLive please visit http://www.niksun.com/.

ABOUT NIKSUN, Inc.
NIKSUN is the recognized global leader in providing award-winning security, compliance and
network performance management solutions. The company'
s powerful, flexible and scalable
solutions deliver unprecedented insight in real time. Patented real-time analysis and recording
technology enable enterprises, service providers and governments to reliably and confidently secure
network infrastructure and services. NIKSUN, headquartered near Princeton, New Jersey, USA, has
sales offices in major cities throughout the US, Europe and Asia Pacific. For more information,
please visit http://www.NIKSUN.com.
NIKSUN, NetVCR, NetDetector and NetDetectorLive are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of NIKSUN, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.
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